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NonlinearÙ resonances of particles in a dusty plasma sheath
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Vertical oscillations of microparticles trapped in the sheath of a capacitive rf discharge have been excited
showing a strongly nonlinear resonance. The nonlinear oscillations are analyzed in terms of an anharmonic
fourth-order potential energy curve. It is demonstrated that the observed nonlinearities can be related to a
positionÝ dependent charge of the microspheres, whereas the electric field is found to be as nearly linearly
increasing. The experimental results on the position dependent charging and electric field structure are com-
paredÝ to a numerical model.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.63.066403 PACS number Þ sß : 52.27.Lw, 52.35.Fp
I. INTRODUCTION
Inà the last few years, dusty plasmas have attained a great
interest because of their importance for astrophysical phe-
nomenaá and their application in plasma processing technolo-
gies.â Plasmas containing small particles ã nanometer to mi-
crometerä sizeå areæ found in planetary rings, comets, nebulae,
noctilucent clouds, etc. Dusty plasmas play an important role
inç industrial devices for microchip processing, where particle
formation poses a serious problem of contamination. Tech-
nologicalá applications are found in discharges with reactive
gasesâ for particle growth and deposition, as well as manufac-
turingè of nanopowders, solar cells, and new materials.
Evené more fascinating in view of fundamental physics is
theè observation that microspheres trapped in the plasma
sheathê form nearly two-dimensional crystal-like structures
ë
theè so called plasma crystals ì 1–4í*î providingï an ideal
modelð for condensed matter on a macroscopic scale.
The charge of the grains and the electric field structure in
theè sheath are considered to be crucial parameters for the
particleï trapping and crystallization of microparticle crystals
in laboratory experiments on Earth.
Oscillatoryñ motion of particles that are trapped in the
sheathê of an rf discharge was already used as a diagnostic
meansð for determining the charge on microspheres ò 5ó ô . This
techniqueè was later refined by using a laser force on the
particleï õ 6ö ÷ ,ø confirming the Qù /ú Mû valuesü found earlier. The
variousü oscillation modes of a particle trapped in the sheath,
includingç parametric excitation of the vertical resonance,
wereý studied in Ref. þ 7ß   .
Damped linear oscillations of particles dropped into the
sheathê were exploited to obtain a detailed insight into the
particleï charge  8  . The key point in all these experiments is
thatè the electric field is considered to be linearly increasing
andæ the charge on the particle is constant, resulting in a linear
resonance of the oscillating particle. A linear resonance is
characteristicä of a particle oscillating in a parabolic effective
potentialï well, that results from the assumptions on the elec-
tricè field and particle charge  5,6,9ó  .
Recently, the nonlinear oscillations of single particles,
thatè were trapped into the sheath region were used to explore
theè electric field structure of the sheath 	 10
 . Self-excited
oscillations driven by a delayed charging due to a finite
chargingä time were observed by Nunomura et al.  11 .
Inà the experiments here, micrometer sized spherical plas-
ticè particles of three different sizes are trapped in the ionic
spaceê charge sheath of a capacitive rf discharge  seeê Sec. IV
andæ their vertical nonlinear oscillations are studied here to
derive the position dependent charging. The experimental re-
sultsê are compared with a numerical model.
II. OSCILLATION MODEL
The particles trapped in the positive ionic space charge of
anæ rf discharge, usually attain a high negative charge  seeê
alsoæ Sec. III due to the higher electron mobility. The result-
ingç electric force on the particle points upwards against the
gravitationalâ force and the static equilibrium of the particle
inç the sheath is described by the force balance  seeê Fig. 1  b 
Mg ﬀ Qù ﬁ xﬂ ﬃ E  xﬂ  . ! 1"
Here, we assume that the charge and electric field are
positionï dependent but time averaged. xﬂ isç coordinate in the
‘‘local coordinate system’’ relative to the particle equilib-
rium position. The ‘‘absolute coordinate system’’ is taken to
be relative to the sheath edge. With xﬂ 0# being

the equilibrium
particleï position in the ‘absolute’’ system, xﬂ $ xﬂ 0# % X .
The general equation of motion then has the form
Mxû ¨ & Mû ' xﬂ ˙ ( Qù ) xﬂ * E+ , xﬂ -/. Mgû 0 F1 exc2 sinê 354 t6 7 . 8 2
9 :
Mû ; xﬂ ˙ isç the force due to the friction of the particle with the
neutralsá < 12= . The excitation force F1 exc2 sin(ê > t6 )
? is due to the
modulation of the rf power with a low frequency voltage,
thatè results in a ‘‘shaking’’ of the plasma sheath with the
appliedæ low frequency. This periodical force drives the par-
ticleè oscillation.
Otherñ forces like the thermophoretic force @ 5ó A ,ø and the ion
drag force B 9C D areæ neglected here. They are commonly as-
sumedê to be much smaller than the electric field force or
gravityâ in the sheath, for large dust grains EGF 2 H mI .
Inà previous experiments J 5,9ó K ,ø the electric field was as-
sumedê as linearly increasing from the sheath edge to the
electrodeL M seeê Fig. 1 N b OP ; it was also assumed that the electric
chargeä on the dust grains is constant over the regions cov-
eredL by the oscillations. This results in a parabolic effective
potentialï energy well for the particle. In this case, the general
equationL of motion simplifies to
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the constant charge and E+ 1 is
ç
theè slope of the electric field. This equation describes a
damped harmonic oscillation with a linear resonance. Such
linearc resonances of single particles were exploited to mea-
sureê the electric charge of the dust grains d 5ó e .
Variationf of the electron and ion densities and currents in
theè sheath lead to a deviation from the linearly increasing
electricL field profile and to a position-dependent dust charge.
This results in a nonparabolic effective potential energy well
thatè the particle experiences. In our analysis it is assumed
thatè the electric field and the charge are described by poly-
nomial functions
Qù g xﬂ hji Qù 0# k Q
ù
1x
ﬂ l Qù 2\ xﬂ 2
\ m
Qù 3n xﬂ 3
n
o Qù˜ 0# p Q
ù
˜ 1X
q r Qù˜ 2X
q 2 s Qù˜ 3n X
q 3n
,ø t 4u v
E+ w xﬂ x/y E+ 0# z E
+
1x
ﬂ { E+ 2\ xﬂ 2
\ |
E+ 3n xﬂ 3
n
} E+˜ 0# ~ E
+
˜ 1X
q  E+˜ 2X
q 2  E+˜ 3n X
q 3n
.  5ó 

E˜ 0#  0

since E( X)?  0 at the sheath edge X  0.] The
equationL of motion then becomes nonlinear, including higher
order terms
xﬂ ¨ Ł xﬂ ˙  C 1xﬂ  C

2x
ﬂ 2\  C 3n xﬂ 3
n  Fexc2
M cos
ä 5 t6  .  6ö 





æ combinations of elec-
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the nonlinear terms giving the devia-
tionè of the effective potential energy well from the simple




zero, then the simple
damped harmonic oscillation is obtained, with the frequency





of the potential in the sheath and C 3n determines

the weaken-
ing or strengthening of the potential energy well for higher
oscillation amplitudes.
Higher orders that could be taken into account in the
equationL of motion would add new unknown coefficients.
Here± we restrict ourselves to the three coefficients holding
theè main information, i.e., resonance frequency (C 1),
?
oscillation/potential asymmetry (C 2)
?
, and weakening/
strengtheningê of the potential (C 3n ).
?
III. CHARGING AND SHEATH MODEL
The experiments are compared with a model of particle
chargingä in the sheath of an rf discharge to give a more
detailed insight into the problem.
Here,± the particle charging is described by the commonly
used² OML model. Because of their large size compared to
theè plasma components ³ ionsç and electrons´ theè dust particles
actæ like small probes collecting ionic and electronic currents
on their surface. In the special situation of the sheath, a
modifiedð expression for the ion current, that accounts for the
supersonicê ion flow in the sheath is adopted µ 13¶


































Here R is the particle radius, kÂ BÃ is the Boltzmann constant,




theè electron temperature, and Û p» the
è
surface potential of the
particleï relative to the local plasma potential at the particle
position.ï In the sheath, the reduced electron density is taken
intoç account for the electron current. Therefore n¾ e2 is
ç
the
electronL density at the particle position xﬂ p» . The ions are
assumedæ to be accelerated to the velocity Ü i¸ by

the sheath
FIG. 1. Scheme of the experimental setup Ý aÞ and equilibrium in
the sheath, modulation technique, electric field, and effective poten-
tial ß bà á .
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electricL field without collisions. The ion density at the par-
ticleè position can then be determined, according to the equa-
tionè of continuity
n¾ i¸ â x
ﬂ




sé ê B ,ø ë 12ì
whereý n¾ sé is the ion/electron density at the sheath edge and í BÃ
isç the Bohm velocity. The electron and ion currents are there-
fore position dependent due to the reduction of the electron
density and increase of ion velocity in the sheath, respec-
tively.è n¾ e2 andæ î i¸ areæ taken as position dependent but time
averagedæ values over the rf period because the rf period is
much smaller than the charging time or the oscillation period
of the dust particle.
The equilibrium floating potential and thus the equilib-
rium charge are derived from the balance of the electron and
ion currents. The charge on the particulate is related to the
floating potential, assuming the particle as a spherical capaci-
torè ï 5ó ð
C ñ 4 òôó 0# R ,ø õ 13ö
Qù ÷ C ø p» . ù 14ú
The sheath model of Lieberman û 14ü is applied here to
calculateä the electron and ion densities, velocities, and elec-
tricè field in the sheath.
The sheath model of Lieberman ý 14þ presentsï a self-
consistentä solution for the ion and electron densities and the
electricL potential in the sheath, obtained under the assump-
tionsè of time independent, collisionless ion motion, and in-
ertialessL electrons. Using the model of Lieberman, the elec-
tricè field, ion and electron densities, and floating potential on
theè grain surface have been calculated and plotted in the
absoluteæ coordinate system in Fig. 2.
Multiplyingß the calculated charge Qù ( xﬂ )? with the electric
field E( xﬂ )? , the potential energy curve is obtained after inte-
gration.â This calculated potential curve was compared with
theè potential determined from the experimental values using
C 1 ,ø C

2\ ,ø and C

3n   see
ê Sec. V and Fig. 3  b  .
Figure 2  cä  represents the calculated electric field in the
sheath,ê together with a linear fit. As it can be observed, the
electricL field is almost linear over the whole plasma sheath,
inç agreement with recent results  15	 . Only in the vicinity of
theè plasma edge, the electric field starts with a smaller slope.
To simplify the analysis of the experiment, we assumed the
following approximation for the electric field: at the sheath
edgeL (X 
 0 ), it starts as zero until the ‘‘turning point’’  atæ
Xq  xﬂ sé )
? from which on the field continues as a linearly in-
creasingä function  seeê Fig. 2  b  ,ø dotted curve .
ConsideringÚ this, Eq.  5ó  becomes
E+  Xq 
0, X  xﬂ sé
E˜ 1  X  x
ﬂ







Ifà this expression is replaced in the equations for C 1 ,ø C

2,ø
andæ C 3n ,ø Eqs.  7
ß !





0# E1 ( Q
ù




- Qù 1E1 . Q
ù











0# 5 ,ø 6 187
whereý E0# 8 E1(





with xﬂ 0# the
è
equilibrium position of
theè particle. C 1 ,ø C





zero for Xq : xﬂ sé .
Assuming that the charging process is the same for all
threeè particles, it is reasonable to introduce a ‘‘charging
function’’; < p» (

Xq )? . Under the assumption of the spherical ca-
pacitorï charging model for the dust grains, this charging
function; is the floating potential. Therefore we split the
FIG. 2. Lieberman and Lichtenberg model; electron and ion
densities = a> , floating potential ? bà @ , and electric field A cB . The sym-
bolsà mark the positions where the the force balance is fulfilled for
each particle.
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chargeä of the grain into the geometrical factor 4 CED 0# R
Á
andæ
assumeæ the charging function as the ‘‘universal’’ floating po-
tentialè F p» (

X)?
Qù G Xq HIKJ p» L X
q M 4u NEO 0# R
Á
. P 19Q
The charging function is also assumed to be a third-order
polynomialï function of position, like the particle charge R seeê
Eq.é 4S .
T





Figure 2 b b c showsê the floating potential computed from
balancing the electron and ion currents on the particle sur-
face, according to Eqs. d 10e andæ f 11g andæ introducing the ion
andæ electron average densities h plottedï in Fig. 2 i aæ jlk . The
open circles indicate the equilibrium positions for the three
different particles with diameters of 9.47 m m, 12.07 n m, and
20.029 o mð used in the experiments.
IV. EXPERIMENT
The experiments have been performed in a parallel plate
rf discharge in helium at low pressure p 5.8ó Paq andæ rf power
of 13 W r seeê Fig. 1 s aæ tlu . Monodisperse, spherical plastic par-
ticlesè of 9.47 v m and 12.07 w m diameter, made of melamine
formaldehyde, and of 20.02 x m diameter, made of poly-
methylmethacrylateð are immersed into the plasma. The lower
electrodeL is powered while the rest of the discharge chamber
is grounded. The particles are trapped in the sheath above the
lowerc electrode. Here, an electrode with a shallow parabolic
troughè is used to impose a very weak horizontal confinement
on the particle. Two 690-nm laser diodes were used to illu-
minate the particles trapped in the sheath. One beam is ex-
pandedï horizontally and the other vertically.
Two video cameras were used for observation from top
andæ from side. The vertical laser sheet together with the side
viewü camera are used to record images of the oscillating
particle.ï The side view high speed camera allows recording
atæ up to 200 frames/s.
Low frequency modulation of the rf voltage was used for
excitationL of large amplitude particle oscillation. By com-
parisonï with laser excitation, this voltage modulation tech-
niqueá has been shown not to affect the plasma environment
y
6ö z . The excitation signal is applied to the electrode through
aæ low pass filter { seeê Fig. 1 | b }~ . The excitation amplitudes
were:ý 5 Vpp» (d
  9.47C  m , 1ø 0V pp» (d
 
12.07  m ,ø and 23
Vf pp» (d
 
20.02  m . The oscillations are recorded over sev-
eralL oscillation periods, with up to 100 frames/s.
The three different particle sizes were used to inspect a
large region of the sheath.
Veryf small particles of 0.93  m were introduced to mark
theè position of the sheath edge (X  0 ). Because of their
smallê mass, we assumed that they need a very small electric
field to levitate them and, thus, we consider them lying at the
sheathê edge.
V. DATA PROCESSING TECHNIQUE AND RESULTS
The nonlinear resonance curves are measured in the fol-
lowing way. A single particle of one of the three different
sizesê is introduced into the chamber. The particle is trapped
in the sheath of the lower electrode and then the low-
frequency; modulation is applied with various frequencies.
The resulting oscillation amplitudes are measured upwards
andæ downwards relative to the equilibrium position. The re-
sultingê resonance curves are shown in Fig. 4 for the smallest
( 9.47 Ł mð  andæ the largest (20.02  mð  particleï  12 . In our
experiments,L hysteretic resonance curves were obtained, that
bend towards lower frequencies and yield jumps or drops in
amplitudeæ for increasing or decreasing frequency, respec-
tivelyè  seeê Fig. 4 . The observed hysteresis is a general fea-
tureè of nonlinear resonances  16 . From this overall behav-
ior, it can already be deduced that the effective potential
becomes softer with increasing the amplitude, that means
thatè C 3n mustð be negative.
It is also easily observed that the oscillation is asymmetric
andæ that the asymmetry depends on the position in the
sheath.ê For the lighter particle  thatè oscillates close to the
FIG. 3. Best-fit results of the nonlinear resonance curve  a and
effective potential well  bà  for 9.47  m particle. The dashed line in
plotÝ  bà  represents the ideal parabolic potential well.
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sheathê edge ,ø the oscillation asymmetry is towards the
plasmaï edge, which means a positive C 2\ . In the case of
heavier particles  thatè oscillate deeper in the sheath ,ø the os-
cillationä asymmetry changes, showing a potential asymmetry
towardsè the electrode, which means that C 2\ is
ç
now negative.






been determined in two ways from the resonance curves.
First, the equation of motion   6ö ¡ is solved approximately,
using² the following trial solution ¢ 16£
xﬂ ¤ t6 ¥¦ B0# § A1 sinê ¨ª© t
6 «¬ B1 cos
ä ­¯® t6 ° . ± 21²
whereý B0# is the term that defines the asymmetry ³ offset ´ of
theè oscillation. Considering that Aµ 1
2\ ¶ B· 1
2\ ¸ D¹ 2,ø where D¹ isç the
amplitudeæ of oscillation, the general equation of motion can
be solved, neglecting terms of higher harmonics ( º¼» )? . The
amplitudeæ and the asymmetry of the oscillation are then ob-
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Solving× this system for given C 1 ,ø C

2\ ,ø and C

3n ,ø the non-
linearc resonance curve can be calculated (D¹ asæ a function of
frequency; Ø . The damping constants, Ù wereý computed for
eachL particle size used in the experiment Ú 12Û . They were
found to be ÜÞÝ 1.64 s ß 1 ( 9.47 à má ,ø 1.28 s â 1 ã 12.07 ä må ,ø
andæ 0.78 s æ 1 ç 20.029 è mð é .





is by numerically solving the general equation of motion.
This method is more general since we can take into account
thatè the particle might be pushed into the plasma region
whereý only the gravitation and friction forces act on it.
Again,ê the values for the coefficients governing the equation
of motion are obtained by fitting the computed resonance
curveä to the experimental one. The values found in this way
areæ very close to those computed using the previous method.
The differences are within 5% of each value.
Here, the numerical solution of the general equation of
motionð is used to find the best-fit values for C 1 ,ø C

2\ ,ø and C

3n .
Figure 3 ë aæ ì presentsï the best-fit result for the 9.47 í mð par-
ticleè î theè averaged amplitude between the upwards and
downwards excursionsï . Table I shows the best-fit values for
theè three coefficients for all three particle sizes.
Asê expected, the change of sign for C 2\ ð that
è defines the
asymmetryæ of the effective potential well, see Fig. 3 ñ b ò in the
caseä of 20.02 ó m particle reflects the change of oscillation
asymmetryæ experimentally observed. Also negative values of
C 3n ô related to the softening of the effective potential wellõ
for; all particle sizes were obtained, in agreement with the
model.
Atê this point the coefficients in the equation governing the
nonlinear oscillations of the particles have been derived. The
aimæ is furthermore to see how the charging process and the
electricL field structure influence the effective potential, lead-
ingç to the nonlinear features of the resonance curves that
wereý discussed above ö bending and asymmetry÷ andæ which
areæ the nonlinear individual contributions either of the elec-
tricè field and charge to the nonparabolic potential well.
ConsideringÚ that the small particles of 0.93 ø mð lie just at
theè sheath edge, the electric field is chosen to be of the form
described by Eq. ù 15ú andæ the particle charge is defined by
Qù û Xq üÓý Qù˜ 0# þ Q
ù
˜ 1X
q ß Qù˜ 2\ X
q 2   Qù˜ 3n X
q 3n




xﬂ  xﬂ 0#  Q
ù
˜ 2  x
ﬂ 	 xﬂ 0# 







the position of the particle for which the resonance
curveä is recorded relative to the sheath edge, xﬂ sé is
ç
the dis-
tanceè from the sheath edge to the ‘‘turning point’’ where the
electricL field becomes linear and xﬂ is the ‘‘local coordinate.’’
FIG. 4. Measured upwards and downwards amplitude curves for
a 9.47  m  a and a 20.02  m  bà  particle,Ý for increasing and
decreasing frequency, relative to the equilibrium position.
TABLE I. Best-fit values for coefficients C1 , C2 , and C3 .
d   mﬀ C1 (s ﬁ 2) C2 (m ﬂ 1s ﬃ 2) C3 (m  2 s  2)
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The depth xﬂ sé wasý chosen in order to obtain the best agree-
mentð of the floating potential curves for all three particles. It
wasý found to be xﬂ sé . 0.25

mm, in good agreement with Lie-
berman model, as can be observed in Fig. 2.
Assuming a linearly increasing electric field with a small
plateauï at the plasma edge and a polynomial-like variation of
theè charge on the particulate, the charge, and the floating
potentialï are computed, using the values for C 1 ,ø C

2\ ,ø and C

3n
obtained above. They are plotted in Fig. 5.
The values for the charge components are given in Table





. It was obtained from the potential drop between
theè quasineutral plasma (Vplasma» 2 32.5
_ V3 andæ the electrode




E+ < Xq = dX> ? Vplasma» @ Vbias4 . A 24
9 B
Figure 6 shows the particle charge at the equilibrium po-
sitionê as a function of particle radius. It can be easily ob-
servedê that the charge is not a linear function of the radius.
Recently, in similar experiments, Ivlev et al. C 10D have
studiedê experimentally nonlinear oscillations of micro-
spheres.ê They determined the coefficients of nonlinearity
from super-harmonic and subharmonic resonances that do
notá occur under our experimental conditions. They attributed
theè nonlinearity completely to the electric field, treating the
dust charge as constant. Applying this model to our data, the
electricL field components E1 ,ø E2 ,ø E3n wereý computed. The so
determined electric field is shown in Fig. 7. The curves show
thatè the electric field is extremely nonlinear. Furthermore,
theè electric field computed for the 9.47 E m and 12.07 F m
becomes positive deeper in the sheath. This is in contradic-
tionè with the statements of Lieberman model. Thus, a model
of spatially constant dust charge is not in agreement with our
experimentalL data.
Therefore in following step, a spatially variable charge of
theè particle and a nonlinear electric field were taken into
account.æ The electric charge on the grain surface is still con-
sideredê to be described by a third order polynomial whereas
theè electric field is considered to be parabolic.
FIG. 5. Electric field, floating potential and charge components
in the ‘‘absolute coordinate system’’ and particle equilibrium posi-
tions. The symbols mark the positions where the force balance is
fulfilled for each particle.
TABLE II. Charge components in the ‘‘absolute coordinate sys-
tem.’’
d G H mI Q˜ 0J K eL Q˜ 1 M e/mN Q˜ 2 (e/m2

) Q˜ 3 (e/m3

)
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FIG. 6. Particle charge at the equilibrium position.
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Again the values for E˜ 1 andæ E˜ 2 have to satisfy the poten-
tialè drop condition according to Eq. r 249 s . The electric field
andæ floating potential for all three particle sizes are plotted in
Fig. 8 for three representative sets of values for the electric
field components E˜ 1 andæ E˜ 2 . E˜ 1 is chosen as arbitrarily be-
tweenè 0 and 4 t 106
1




249 v . For larger values of E+ 1 ,ø E
+
2 wouldý become negative,
resulting in an unphysical concave curvature of the electric
field.w As it can be observed, the floating potential curves
correspondingä to the largest particle are still shifted from the
curvesä corresponding to the smaller particles, for each set of




V/f m2 nearlyá corresponds to the case of linear electric
field discussed above.
VI. DISCUSSION
All three curves representing the electric charge of the
particlesï show the same general trend of the negative charge
toè decrease with increasing depth in the plasma sheath. This
is mainly due to the reduction of electron density in the
sheathê that leads to a less effective charging of the particle
|
seeê Fig. 2 } aæ ~ andæ Eq.  11 . The experiments support this
finding. The change of the asymmetry coefficient C 2\ canä be
related to the change of slope of the floating potential curve.
The weakening of the potential curves, as seen in the experi-
mentalð resonance curves, can be traced back to a negative C 3n
andæ thus to the curvature of the floating potential curve, as
found; in the model.
A quite good mutual overlapping of floating potential
curvesä was obtained for 9.47  m and 12.07  m, either as-
sumingê a linearly increasing or for a nonlinear electric field,
but, in both cases, the curve corresponding to the 20.02  m
particleï is somewhat shifted.
This leaves some question marks on the capacitive charg-
ingç model assumed for the particle. According to Tomme
et al.  8  ,ø the charge is not a simple linear function of the
particleï radius, but has a more complicated, nonlinear depen-
dence. This is the reason why we consider that the simple
capacitiveä model is not able to totally explain the charging
processï for all particle sizes and/or for all regions of the
plasmaï sheath.
The comparison with results of Ref.  8  showsê a good
agreementæ for the light particles Ł 9.47C and 12.07  mð  ,ø while
for the heavier particle (20.02  m ,ø the agreement is worse.
FIG. 7. Electric field components assuming a constant charge of
the particle over the whole sheath. The symbols mark the positions
where the force balance is fulfilled for each particle.
FIG. 8. Electric field and floating potential, assuming a nonlinear charge of the particle and a parabolic electric field in the sheath. The
symbols mark the positions where the force balance is fulfilled for each particle.
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The main reason is that this model starts with different as-
sumptionsê  aæ constant charge of the particle over the whole
oscillation amplitude and another kind of oscillation studied
there,è i.e. damped oscillations of dropped particles .
Onñ the other hand, another effect can influence the charg-
ingç of the particle. As it was shown in Sec. V, the heaviest
particlesï float about 3 mm deep in the sheath. If we compare
thisè depth with the mean free path of ion-neutral collisions
computedä at the experimental pressure and ion drift velocity,
theè values are quite close  theè mean free path is about 3.8
mm
ð 
. Considering this, an altered ion current at the particle
position,ï due to the charge transfer and elastic collisions in
theè sheath, is to be taken into account. This alters the ionic
currentä given in the OML model, leading to a less efficient
ionç decharging of the particle and to a higher negative charge
on the dust grain than predicted by the OML model.
Anotherê source of uncertainty is that the largest particles
areæ made of a different material than the smaller ones. Since
atæ the microscopic scale, the way that charges stick to the
polymerï chains of the material is not known in detail, a dif-
ferent charging might occur for different materials.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Here, experimental results on particle oscillations in a ca-
pacitiveï rf plasma have been presented. Previous experi-
ments relied on a constant charge of the particle and a lin-
earlyL increasing electric field in the plasma sheath. Here we
extendedL the model to a position dependent charge and a
nonlinearlyá increasing electric field to explain the nonlinear
resonances by introducing higher order terms into the gen-
eralL equation of motion. The nonlinear resonances have been
attributedæ to an anharmonic potential energy well with up-
down asymmetry and weakening at higher oscillation ampli-
tudes.è
The charging function components corresponding to one
setê of experimental conditions were computed, for three dif-
ferent particle sizes, putting the charging model in agreement
withý the experimental data.
Both linearly increasing and nonlinear electric fields were
takenè into account for computing the charge components and
theè floating potential. Thus it was demonstrated that the
simpleê capacitance model cannot explain the charging be-
havior of all three particles. Overall good agreement with the
experimentalL data and with the theoretical model of the
plasmaï sheath is found for the linearly increasing electric
field.
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Ion drag and thermophoretic forces acting on free falling charged particles
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Monodisperse plastic microspheres have been dropped through a long radio-frequency discharge
column.J The trajectories of the falling particles have been measured. It was observed that the
particlesK are driven out of the plasma. From the trajectory analysis and plasma measurements the
forcesL on the particles have been derived. Special attention has been paid to the thermophoresis and
ion drag forces which are also considered to be responsible for the void formation in microgravity
experiments.M Two experimental situations have been considered here: first a plasma characterized by
itsN natural symmetric electric potential and temperature distribution and second, a plasma with an
asymmetricO temperature and electric potential profile. For both cases a good agreement has been
foundL between the measured ‘‘trajectory force’’ obtained from the particle trajectory analysis and the




In the last few years dusty plasmas have attained a large
interestN because of their importance in astrophysical and up-
perK atmosphere phenomena T planetaryK rings, comets, nebu-
lae,U and noctilucent clouds, respectivelyV andO for their appli-
cationJ in plasma processing technologies. For example, they
playK a very important role in industrial devices for microchip
processing,K where particle formation poses a serious problem
of contamination. Among other technological applications,
manufacturingW of nanopowders, solar cells, and new materi-
alsO are to be mentioned, as well as discharges in reactive
gasesX for particle growth and deposition.1
It is well known that under the influence of gravity large
particlesK (aY Z 1 [ m) in complex plasmas tend to sediment to
the\ bottom of the discharge, into the plasma sheath of an
electrodeM or of the vessel wall, where sufficiently strong elec-
tric\ fields prevail to levitate the particles.2 In] contrast, fine
grainsX (aY ^ 1 _ m) can be trapped in local plasma potential
maxima within the discharge volume.3
`
Thea conditions in the plasma sheath are suitable for the
formation of flat, almost 2D plasma crystals.4–7 These sys-
tems\ have been extensively studied, e.g., with respect to the
melting phase transition,8,9 the\ excitation of lattice
waves,b 10–12 andO Mach cones.13–17
Thea nonequilibrium conditions of the plasma sheath are
responsible for a number of unexpected features of the 2D
plasmaK crystals. The supersonic ion flow in the sheath leads
to\ positive charge accumulation in the particle wakes,18–20
whichb causes attractive forces21–23 andO leads to vertical
alignmentO and a novel type of instability.18,24,25 Forc this rea-
son,P in complex plasmas under gravity conditions the forma-
tion\ of proper 3D plasma crystals is limited.
The generation of 3D extended plasma crystals is still an
importantN goal for the complex plasma research. In labora-
tory\ devices, the nonequilibrium effects can be reduced by
usingd high gas pressures, which leads to the destruction of
the\ directed ion flow and quenches the Schweigert instability.
In this way crystals with typically 5–10 layers can be
generated.X 26,27 Undere special conditions, up to 19 layers have
beenf obtained.28
g
Anh alternative approach is the search for
plasmaK crystallization under microgravity conditions.
In microgravity experiments, particle confinement is de-
termined\ by the weaker forces like ion drag, neutral drag,
thermophoresis,\ and electric field force in the bulk plasma,
whichb are generally negligible in the laboratory plasmas
whenb compared to the gravitation force. First investigations
underd microgravity29,30
g
havei shown an unexpected feature.
Rather than accumulating the microparticles in the positive
potentialK well of the discharge, the plasma center was found
particle-freeK and a large ‘‘void,’’ with a sharp boundary
formed. In a similar manner, submicron particles fill the
plasmaK volume and also show void formation.31,32
`
Although
this\ effect gives a hint that the confining electric force on the
particlesK may be smaller than the outward oriented ion drag
and/orO thermophoretic forces, the behavior of this system is





raisedj some doubt on the





forL example, have shown that an enhance-
mentW of the theoretically predicted magnitude of the ion drag
byf a factor of 10 is necessary for a void formation.
This situation motivated us to conceive a laboratory ex-
perimentK for the study of the ion drag and thermophoretic
forces. The principle of these investigations is to study free
falling particles for which gravity is balanced by gas friction.
Thea vertical dynamic equilibrium is fulfilled as long as the
particlesK are falling, and thus, the influence of the gravitation
doesl not play a dominant role here in addition. Ion drag andam n Electronico mail: zafiu@physik.uni-kiel.de
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thermophoresis\ act perpendicular to the direction of gravity
whichb allows us to decouple the gravitational vertical motion
from the interesting horizontal one.
The ion drag and the thermophoretic force acting on the
particlesK are measured here under two experimental condi-
tions:\ in a symmetric plasma where the neutral gas tempera-
ture\ and potential profiles are almost parabolic, and in a
plasmaK where the temperature profile has been modified by a
heati source.
Thea outline of the paper is as follows: In Sec. II we
summarizeP the theoretical background, the experimental
setupP is described in Sec. III, the data processing and experi-




FORCES ACTING ON FREE-FALLING PARTICLES
Whens dust particles are dropped through a long gas col-
umn,d depending on the pressure and friction constant, a
steady-stateP falling regime is reached, when the gravitation
force is balanced by the neutral gas friction force, which acts





mg{ | m{ } y~ ˙  0,x  2
whereb y~ denotesl the vertical direction, and  isN the friction
constantJ derived from the Epstein friction law37
`
normalized
to\ the particle mass

n n
m{ n  th,Ł n
aY 
.  3 
Here, m{ n ,  th,Ł n , and n n areO the mass, thermal velocity, and
number density of the neutral gas, aY andO  areO the radius and
massW density of the particle material and  isN the Millikan
reflection coefficient which can take values between 1 and
1.444.
The balance of gravity by the friction force is valid
throughout\ the gas volume, whereas levitation of particles by
the\ inhomogeneous electric field in the sheath regions is gen-
erallyM localized to a plane. This allows the study of acting
forcesL by evaluating particle trajectories. The argument also
holds for the horizontal force balance.
Whens the particles are falling through the plasma, in the
horizontal direction important forces like friction, electric
force, ion drag, and thermophoresis are dominant and their
influenceN will be described here.
In a cylindrical plasma, the positive ions are generally
acceleratedO from the center of the discharge toward the walls
duel to the higher plasma potential on the discharge axis. This
resultsj in an outwards oriented ‘‘ion wind’’ dragging the
negatively charged particle towards the wall. The ion drag
force F ion consistsJ of two components35,36,38
`
describingl how
momentumW is transferred from the drifting ions to the par-
ticle:\ the collection force, resulting from direct momentum
transfer\ of the drifting ions which are collected on the par-
ticle\ surface, and the Coulomb force resulting from the mo-
mentum transfer of the ions deflected in the electrostatic field
of the negatively charged dust grain, thus
F ion  Fcollect  FCoulomb .  4
Sinceq the dust particle velocity is negligible compared to the
ion drift velocity, the relative dust-ion velocity is in fact the
ionN velocity. In the usually adopted derivation of the ion drag
force by Barnes et al.36
`
it is supposed that no interaction of
the\ ions with the particle occurs outside the Debye sphere,
andO the ion mean free path is larger than the Debye radius.36
`
Thea last assumption is justified only for relatively low gas
pressures.K
The collection force is given by36
`
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beingf the mean speed of ions approaching the particle. The
floating² potential of the dust particle is denoted by ³ f´ , and
b¢ c£ µ aY 1 ¶
2q· i ¸ f´
m{ i ¹ s 
2g
1/2
, º 7» ¼
is the maximum impact parameter for dust-ion collision from
the\ orbital motion limited probe theory ½ OML¾ ¿ .
Furtherc , the orbital force can be written as
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is the Coulomb logarithm integrated over the interval
(ß b¢ c£ , à Dá )
â
. Here, n i , m{ i , T
ã
i , q· i , and u® i areO the number den-
sityP , mass, temperature, charge and drift velocity of the ions,
kª B« is Boltzmann’s constant, ä Dá is the Debye length, and å f´
isN the floating potential of the dust particle relative to the
local plasma potential.
Forc usual particle dimensions of a few micrometers,
thermophoresis\ produces a measurable effect when the tem-
peratureK gradient is of the order of a few Kelvin per centi-
meterW . The microscopic mechanism of this force lies in the
fact that on the side of the particle oriented towards the hot-
ter\ gas regions, the gas molecules hit the particle with a
higher thermal velocity than on the side facing the colder
regions.j This results in an effective momentum transport op-









Tn , í 11î
whereb ï is the translational part of heat conductivity of the
gas.X
Usuallye , the particles charge negatively in plasma in the
absenceO of other processes like electron photoemission. In an
unperturbedd plasma the walls are ð time\ averagedñ negatively
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polarizedK with respect to the bulk plasma. Also within the
bulkf plasma small electric fields prevail due to ambipolar
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whereb ý plú is the plasma potential and Q
þ
pß   4  0Ð aY  f is the
particleK charge.
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Considering all the forces which act on the horizontal
direction,l the dynamic equilibrium is described by the bal-
anceO of these forces,
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whereb on the RHS the forces determined from the particle
trajectories\ and neutral gas friction are given and on the LHS
the\ forces obtained from the analysis of the plasma param-
etersM and the neutral gas temperature  seeP Fig. 1 . In the
following we will call the sum of ion drag, thermophoresis
andO electric field force ‘‘plasma force’’ because they are de-
termined\ by the presence of plasma and the sum of inertia
andO friction force ‘‘trajectory force,’’ which is obtained from
the\ particle trajectory analysis. The electric field force is a
confiningJ force, whereas the ion drag and thermophoresis
pointK outwards.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experiments have been performed in a long tube

seeP Fig. 2 ﬀ aO ﬁﬃﬂ withb a total length of 120 cm and a internal
FIG. 1. Scheme of the forces acting radially on the dust particles. Their
balance determines the particle trajectory.
FIG. 2. ! a" General scheme of the ex-
perimental# setup; $ b % setup of the aux-
iliary discharge for particle separation;
&
c' detailed view of the observation
level( with the Langmuir/temperature
probe.#
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diameterl of 50 mm. Monodisperse spherical particles made
of melamine formaldehyde ) MF* + (ß aY , 9.55Ó - mW diam) are
droppedl from the top of the tube, using an automatic dust
dropperl . The dust cloud is observed about 30 cm below the
injectionN to ensure the vertical constant drift regime of the
dust.l The observation level . seeP Fig. 2 / cJ 0ﬃ1 is a plastic box
betweenf two glass tubes, providing optimal image recording
conditionsJ due to the flat windows. The discharge is operated
inN helium at pressures of 100, 150, and 200 Pa using two
internalN copper ring electrodes positioned in the glass tubes
atO upper and lower ends of the observation level. The lower
electrodeM is powered with 0.8, 1.6, 2.0, 2.3, and 2.6 W at
13.56 MHz while the upper one, as well as the metallic
flanges² positioned at the top and bottom of the experiment
areO grounded. The falling particles are illuminated through
the\ side windows using a thin vertical laser sheath with a
powerK density of about 10 mW/mm2. The laser power has
beenf modulated by a periodic rectangle waveform at 400 Hz,
providingK a stroboscopic illumination. A camera with tunable
frame rate has been used for image recording perpendicular
to\ the laser sheath. This enables the observation of vertical
crossJ sections of the dust cloud. The dust images have been
recorded and processed on a PC. The stroboscopic illumina-
tion\ increases the time resolution of the image recording and
it is suitable even in combination with normal video cam-
eras.M A long exposure regime of the camera 2 aboutO 20 frames
perK second3 hasi been used here, so that the particle trajecto-
ries look like dotted lines on the recorded images 4 seeP Fig.
45 6 aO 798 .
A.
:
Determination of the plasma parameters
The plasma parameters have been evaluated from Lang-
muirW probe measurements. For each set of experimental con-
ditions,l probe measurements have been performed without
dust,l assuming that the presence of a small number of par-
ticles\ does not influence the plasma parameters significantly.
In Sec. V the consistency of such an assumption will be
analyzed.O Radial profiles of the plasma parameters are re-
cordedJ with a resolution of 30–35 points/profile. A compen-
satedP cylindrical probe, 6.90 mm long and 0.05 mm in diam-
eterM , with the compensation electrode 10 mm long and 0.8
mmW diameter has been used here.
Plasma; parameters have been determined from probe
measurements using standard procedures. The electron tem-
peratureK has been found analyzing the ionic part of the probe
characteristic,J from the slope near the floating potential Vfloat
<
seeP Ref. 41= ,











evaluatedM at V I Vfloat , where I i fA is the linear extrapolation of
the\ ion current to the floating potential, dIB pß /
J dVB , dIB e? /
J dVB ,
andO dIB iA /
J dVB areO the plasma, electron, and ion current slope at
the\ floating potential. The electron temperature has been
foundL to be almost radially constant at 6 eV. The plasma
densityl has been deduced using the Langmuir formula.41
K
It
has been found to be almost parabolic with the maximum of
4.15 L 1015 mW M 3
`
inN the center of the discharge and 1.3
N 1015 m O 3
`




The radial neutral gas temperature profile has been mea-
suredP in order to determine the temperature gradient and thus
the\ thermophoretic force. A temperature probe consisting of
aO thermoresistor has been used here for horizontal profile
measurementsW with a spatial resolution of 1 mm. Due to the
long recording time of a temperature profile, an additional
thermoresistor\ has been placed in thermal contact with the
chamberJ wall in order to measure and to extract the tempera-
ture\ drift of the whole experiment. For our plasma condi-
tions,\ the ion density is about 10 Q 5
R
of the neutral gas density
andO the ion drift velocity has a maximum value of about 10%
of the ion thermal velocity, so that drift ion currents that
reach the thermoresistor should have a negligible contribu-
tion\ to the temperature measurements. This gives us confi-
dencel that the temperature measurements are accurate
enoughM and no drift ion contribution has to be taken into
accountO in the temperature analysis.
C.S Particle cluster separation
It] is known that small dust particles have the tendency to
form clusters due to adhesion. Since the forces acting on a
clusterJ of several particles are different from those acting on
aO single particle, it has to be ensured that only single grains
areO analyzed. To show this, the behavior of a free-falling
two-particle\ cluster will be analyzed. The dynamic vertical
equilibriumM is approximatively described by
2× mg{ T
UWV˜ m{ X aY 2y~ ˙ Y 0,x Z 16[
withb the orientation coefficient \ seeP Fig. 3]
^`_ 1 acb sinP dfe . g 17h
Here,i j˜ kml /(J n aY 2),â o isN the angle between the distance vec-
tor\ of the two particles bp andO the vertical velocity vector yq˙ ,
andO r isN the friction coefficient for a single grain. It is evi-
dentl that, if bp is parallel to the velocity vector yq˙ , the cluster
willb fall with a constant velocity twice as high as the velocity
of a single particle. If the distance vector is perpendicular to
the\ velocity, the cluster velocity is the same as the velocity of
aO single particle. Between these two extreme situations, de-
pendingK on the cluster orientation, the constant falling veloc-
ityN continuously varies between once and twice the one-
particleK velocity. In reality, the high complexity of clusters
andO their eventual rotation involves a broad distribution of
measuredW velocities, so it is considered as a source of experi-
mental errors. The higher the particle number in a cluster, the
fasterL the cluster will fall, so that single particles will have
FIG. 3. The falling velocity of a two-particle cluster strongly depends on its
orientation.
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the\ lowest velocity. This kind of error affects not only the
vertical,k but also the horizontal velocity measurements.
Therefore,a it is desirable to have most of the particle cluster
separated.P
For this aim, an additional rf funnel-shaped electrode
withb a grid bottom is positioned about 50 mm below the
groundedX vacuum flange s seeP Fig. 2 t bf u9v . The clusters, as well
asO the single particles are trapped for several seconds above
the\ grid in order to ‘‘Coulomb explode’’ the clusters due to
their\ high negative charge. When this auxiliary discharge is
turned\ off, the trapped particles are released and fall towards
the\ main discharge. It has been observed that not all the
clustersJ are separated due to various reasons. Additionally, as
long as the dust is trapped, a vertical separation between the
lighter single particles and the heavier still unexploded clus-
ters\ occurs, which increases when the discharge is switched
of f and particles are released. At the observation level, the
particleK cloud consists of a fast moving cluster group fol-
lowed after a few tenths of a second by a cloud formed of
singleP particles. All the measurements have been done on
this\ second group which consists mainly of single grains.
IV. MEASUREMENT: DETERMINATION OF THE
FORCES ACTING ON THE PARTICLES
A.
:
Analysis of the particle trajectories
Figurec 4 w aO x showsP the recorded image of falling dust for
aO pressure of 150 Pa and an input power of 2.6 W. For a high
enoughM rf input power, the recorded images show that the
particlesK are pushed out of the plasma. It has been shown in
Sec.q II how the force balance defines the particle trajectories.
Ah detailed analysis on a large number of pictures of dust
particlesK falling through the plasma shows that the radial
velocityk increases almost linearly with increasing radial co-
ordinate y Fig.c 4 z bf {ﬃ| . The scattered values of the radial veloc-
ity with an error range of about 10% are caused by the pixel
resolutionj of the recorded images. The slope of the radial
velocityk increases almost linearly } seeP Fig. 5 ~ aO 9 withb the
powerK of the discharge  seeP Fig. 5  bf ﬃ . This overall behavior
showsP that the confining electric force is outrun by other
outwards-pointing forces, like thermophoresis or/and ion
drag,l and that this unbalance increases with increasing
powerK .



















Considering the accelerated horizontal motion as a global
motionW characteristic for all the particles  seeP Fig. 5  aO 9 , with
the\ radial velocity dependent only on radial position, and not





















,   20× ¡
FIG. 4. ¢ a£ Single video image of the falling particles and ¤ b ¥ radial¦ velocity
distribution of the falling particles in a plasma driven at a pressure of 150 Pa
and a power of 2.6 W, as a function of the radial particle position.
FIG. 5. § a¨ Radial© velocities for various input powers ª 0–2.6 W« as a func-
tion¬ of radial position. The radial velocity increases with increasing power.
­
b ® The slope of the radial velocity increases almost linearly with the input
power# . Pressure: 150 Pa, particle diameter d¯ ° 9.55 ± m.
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whichb can be precisely measured from the radial velocity
distributionl of the particles for each experimental condition.
Thisa is in fact the convective derivative applied to the veloc-
ityN vector. It is usually applied in the study of fluid mechan-
ics for a stationary flow pattern.
Thea analysis of particle trajectories in the vertical direc-
tion\ shows that the particles fall with a nearly constant ver-
tical\ velocity, as it can be seen in Fig. 6, giving us confidence
that\ no additional inhomogeneous force acts on the vertical
direction.l This leads to the idea that the plasma is vertically
almostO homogeneous in the observation region. Again, the
measured vertical velocities are spread within an error of
aboutO 7%. A typical indication for the pixel-limited resolu-
tion\ is the clear tendency of the vertical velocity to take
preferredK equidistant values. Equating the mean vertical ve-
locityU in the equation of dynamical vertical equilibrium ² Eq.³
´
2µ9¶ , the neutral friction constant has been determined and
hasi been further used in the horizontal motion analysis. A
certainJ mismatch between the measured and the theoretical
velocityk · seeP Eq. ¸ 2¹ﬃº has been observed, which increases
withb decreasing gas pressure. For the worst case at 100 Pa
the\ mismatch reaches 50%. Here, the drag coefficient com-
putedK using the measured vertical velocity has been used for
the\ whole analysis.
Thea ‘‘trajectory forces’’ in the equation of dynamic hori-
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Thesea trajectory forces have to be balanced by the sum of the





Thea particle charge is needed for equating the electric
forceL equation. As usual, it is determined by the floating
potentialK of a spherical probe assuming a spherical capacitor
modelW for the particle. The floating potential has been ob-
tained\ solving the equation of ion and electron current bal-
anceO from OML theory using the electron temperature deter-
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whereb the ion temperature T> iA has
i been considered to be equal
to\ room temperature. These equations are justified for the
caseJ of plasmas where the charge carriers do not exhibit any
driftl motion. When the drift velocity u® iA of the ions is taken
into account, the ion current is defined by42





















whereb U ÛÝÜ 2× qÞ ß f /
J
m{ iA andO à thŁ áÝâ 2
× kÆ BT
> /J m{ iA the
\ ion thermal
velocityk . Balancing this by the electron current
Ie? ãÎä a
Y 2g n e? e









the\ floating potential ê f canJ be numerically obtained. It was
observedë that for our case where u® iA ì 0.2
x í
thŁ , the difference
betweenf the OML and the drifting ion current is insignifi-
cant.J
The electric field profile has been determined from the
Langmuirî probe measurements. The electric field force then
isN




whereb ö f has been obtained from Eqs. ÷ 22ø andO ù 23ú , and û plú
fromL the probe measurements.
C.S Ion drag force
Thea ion drift velocity has been computed from the radial
electricM field of the plasma column by uü iA ýÁþ E. ß is the
mobilityW of singly ionized ions in the neutral environment of
their\ parent gas and is given for helium by  
 0.143x kg m s  3
`
K  1.43
Figurec 7  aO  showsP that a nearly parabolic radial potential
profileK of the plasma column is observed, which produces a
radiallyj symmetric ion drag force.
Thea ion drag has been computed using Eqs.  5¥  andO  8© 	 ,
whichb are justified for the collisionless situation 
 low gas
pressureK  , which is not exactly our case. Our experiments
have been performed at higher pressures, where the mean
freeL path of charge exchange collisions is smaller than the
Debye length. We are not aware of any ion drag model where
charJ ge exchange collisions are taken into account, so the




Thea temperature distribution has been measured, as pre-
sentedP in Sec. III. Figure 7  bf  showsP the nearly parabolic
horizontali temperature distribution, which is responsible for
aO linearly increasing radial thermophoretic force. The mea-
FIG. 6. Vertical velocity distribution; the particles are falling with a constant
speed.
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suredP profile can be compared to the solution of the heat
difl fusion equation with homogeneous energy input for the




2×  R tubeŁ
2 L 
,  26× 
whereb P isN the input power, R tubeŁ andO L

the\ radius and the
length of the plasma tube, and r is the radial coordinate. For
this\ estimation, it is assumed that the whole rf power is trans-
formed into heat in the plasma column. However, this leads
to\ a systematic overestimation of the temperature gradient
andO thus of the thermophoretic force with up to 50% as com-
paredK to the experimental results. This might result from the
factL that a considerable part of the input power is used by the
plasmaK itself for ionization, or from the energy losses at the
upperd and lower ends of the plasma, which have not been
taken\ into account. For the analysis of the thermophoretic
force the measured temperatures are taken.
E. Results for the symmetric case
Finally, the results of of the force measurements for the
radiallyj symmetric plasma profiles are presented here. The
observedë symmetry of the potential and temperature profiles
allowsO us a radial analysis of the problem.
Thea comparison between the total trajectory force and
the\ sum of the plasma forces ﬀ thermophoresis,\ ion drag, and
electricM field forceﬁ isN represented in Fig. 8. The electric field
force acts as a confining force, so it has been represented as
negative, whereas the ion drag and thermophoresis point out-
wards.b Trajectory and plasma forces agree within an error of
30%. The measured trajectory forces are slightly larger than
the\ sum of outward thermophoresis and ion drag forces and
the\ inward electric field force. A detailed analysis will be
presentedK in Sec. V.
It is important to state here that the confining electric
forceL is much smaller than the sum of thermophoretic force
andO ion drag. The situation is the same for other gas pres-
suresP or input powers. This shows that, at least for helium, in




. Modified temperature profile
In order to extend our studies on thermophoresis and ion
dragl forces, experiments under modified temperature condi-
tions\ have been performed in order to establish regions in the
plasmaK where ion drag and thermophoresis have opposite
directions.l Therefore an external heat source has been added
atO the observation level. This heat source consists of a Peltier
elementM of 18.7 W. The hot plate has been set in thermal
contactJ with one of the side windows ﬃ the\ left side in the
recordedj particle images , while the cold plate has been kept
atO room temperature. The maximum temperature difference
betweenf the cold and the hot plate supplied by this model of
Peltier; element can be up to 60 °C, which is enough to
changeJ the direction of the thermophoresis.
Polymethyl; methacrylate  PMMA; ! particlesK (aY
" 20.02 # m diam) are dropped through the same experimen-
tal\ setup using the same technique. The particle trajectories
FIG. 7. $ a% Radially© symmetric electric potential distribution and & b ' nearly(
parabolic# radial temperature distribution of an unperturbed plasma, for a
power# of 2.6 W.
FIG. 8. ) a* Plasma forces (thermophoresis + ion drag , electric field force- ,
for the symmetrical temperature and potential distribution case and . b / com-
parison# of the measured ‘‘trajectory force’’ obtained from the particle trajec-
tory¬ analysis taking into account the friction with the total plasma force.
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areO again analyzed and the horizontal and vertical velocities
areO extracted. Temperature and Langmuir probe measure-
mentsW have been performed, as in the symmetric case. The
electronM temperature is again found to be almost constant at
6.5° eV. Figures 9 0 aO 1 andO 9 2 bf 3 showP the temperature profile
andO the plasma potential distribution. For this case the tem-
peratureK profile is visibly modified due to the heat source.
Thea plasma potential is also modified due to the use of quite
large metallic pieces of the heat source in the vicinity of the
plasma.K The profile is still parabolic, but shifted towards the
heati source 4 seeP Fig. 9 5 aO 687 . The same occurs for the plasma
densityl profile. It has the maximum density of 5.9
9 1015 mW : 3
`
shiftedP towards the heated window. For these
modified condition, the arrows indicate the direction of drift
forL the positive ions accelerated in the plasma electric field,
andO thus of the ion drag, and the direction of thermophoresis.
For this modified asymmetric temperature case, horizon-
tal\ Cartesian coordinates are used, with the origin corre-
spondingP to the left side of the recorded images of the falling
particles.K They must not be confused with the radial coordi-
nate used in the symmetric case.
In Figs. 10 ; aO < andO 10 = bf > , both the trajectory force mea-
suredP from the particle trajectories, taking into account the
neutral gas friction, and the plasma forces ? ion drag, thermo-
phoresis,K and electric force@ havei been plotted. Again, the
confiningJ electric force is much smaller than the sum of ther-
mophoresisW and ion drag. In this case the difference between
the\ total trajectory and plasma forces is measured to be
aboutO 50%.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Thea measured trajectory force, which is the total force
computedJ from the accelerated outward motion taking into
accountO the friction force has been compared with the sum of
the\ plasma forces A ionN drag, thermophoresis, and electric
field forceB . A reasonable agreement between trajectory and
plasmaK forces can be observed in both cases. For the radially
symmetricP plasma the forces agree within 30% while for the
asymmetricO case within 50%





the outward and inward force for
two\ different pressures and for various input powers. It can
bef observed that for very low powers, the difference is nega-
tive,\ which means that the measured sum between ion drag,
thermophoresis\ and electric field force is slightly larger than
the\ trajectory force on the falling particles. For 150 Pa, 2.3
Ws the highest mismatch occurs. This can be correlated to the
fact that for these experimental conditions the dust dropper
hasi been freshly refilled, so that a huge number of particles
wereb injected into the plasma column. A high number of
particlesK which simultaneously fall through the plasma col-
umnd can have two effects which have been not discussed so
far.
Ah high dust particle density considerably perturbs the
electronM and ion densities. When a huge amount of particles
isN dropped into the plasma it can be observed with the naked
FIG. 9. D aE Horizontal electric potential distribution and F b G modified hori-
zontal temperature distribution in the case of the plasma with the external
heatH source. The heat source is mounted to the left side window I horizontalH
position# xJ KML 28 mm).
FIG. 10. N aO PlasmaP forces (thermophoresis Q ionR drag S electric field forceT
for the asymmetrical temperature and potential distribution case and U b V
comparison of the measured trajectory force from the particle trajectories
analysis taking into account the friction with the total plasma force.
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eyeM that the discharge tends to extinguish. When dust is in-
troduced,\ the free electron density decreases due to the nega-
tive\ charge attached to the particles. The unbalance between
free electrons and ions increases with the number of par-
ticles,\ affecting both the charging process and the electric
field distribution inside the plasma. It is very difficult to mea-
sureP this effect inW situ duel to the time-variable number of
particles.K The probe measurement has been performed in a
particle-freeK plasma because it is practically impossible to
recordj a complete plasma parameter profile within the few
fractions of second when the particles fall. Therefore the
plasmaK parameters recorded in a particle-free plasma have to
bef corrected. A decrease of the electron density can be intro-
ducedl into our analysis in order to check its influence on the
forceL balance. Figure 12 shows the change of the ion drag,
thermophoresis\ and electric force on the particles with varia-
tion\ of the n e? to
\
n iA ratio.j As expected, this ratio has no effect
onë the thermophoretic force, but the electric and ion drag
showP some variation. The ion drag is described by a function
whichb is not injective. This complex behavior results from
the\ complicated dependency of the various quantities in the
ionN drag equation on the electron and ion densities. For in-
creasingJ n e? /
J
n iA , up to the maximum value at n e? /
J
n iA X 0.3,
x
the
increaseN of the particle charge is dominant, whereas for
n e? /
J
n iA Y 0.3
x
the decrease of the Coulomb logarithm predomi-
nates. Also the electric field force is seen to increase with
n e? /
J
n iA . This increase is the result of two competing effects:
withb increasing n e? /
J
n iA , the electric field E Z\[^] plú in the
plasma_ decreases, but simultaneously, it can be related to an
increase` of the particle charge due to the higher electron
densitya . The curve shown in Fig. 12 shows that the variation
ofë charge is dominant.
Ws ith the ratio nb e? /
c
nb iA a
d considerable change of the general
match of the trajectory and plasma forces can be observed.
Fore 150 Pa and 2.6 W, a perfect match can be obtained for
twof different values nb e? /
c
nb iA g 0.6
h
and nb e? /
c
nb iA i 0.15.
h A reduc-
tionf of 40% of the electron density might be reasonable j ad
reduction by 85% seems to be out of rangek . However, a
quantitativel analysis of nb e? /
c
nb iA from this results would be
speculative.m
For a plasma containing very few dust, the interparticle
distancea is usually much larger than the screening length, so
thef mutual repulsion between neighboring grains is not im-
portant._ With the increase of the dust density, the interpar-
ticlef distance correspondingly decreases to values close and
belown the screening length. In this case, the mutual repulsion
cano have a considerable contribution to the total force, which
pushes_ the particles out of the discharge. Again this effect is
quitel difficult to be estimated because of the time-variable
numberp of grains, and due to the space-variation of particle
densitya inside the dust cloud.
Fore the lowest input power, the sum of measured values
ofë thermophoresis, ion drag, and electric field exceed the
trajectoryf forces. This can be related to measurement errors.
Fore low power the outwards bending of the particle trajecto-
ries is quite small, also the probe measurements are much
moreq noisy, so that quite large errors are expected.
For the case where the temperature field has been modi-
fied,r the match is within 50% mainly as a result of the fact
thatf in this special case of asymmetric temperature and po-
tentialf profile, systematic errors in the Langmuir probe and
temperaturef analysis could not be compensated as in the
symmetricm case. The Langmuir probe measurement is mainly
afd fected by the presence of the probe holder being more or
less inside the plasma. If at the beginning of a profile record-
ing the holder is completely outside the plasma, at the end it
is` completely in contact with the plasma. The result is an
increased asymmetry of the profile. For the symmetric case
thisf error could be compensated by averaging both ascendent
andd descendent arm of the horizontal profile. Also the tem-
perature_ measurements are affected by heat transport to the
probe_ holder. When the probe is in contact with colder tem-
perature_ regions than the holder, then a heat flow occurs from
thef holder to the probe. When the probe is hotter than the
holder, the heat flows vice versa. In the symmetrical case this
problem_ can again be compensated by averaging. Therefore,
it is reasonable to expect that the asymmetric case is affected
byn higher measurement errors, thus the match is slightly
worse.s
After all the experimental problems listed here, a short
overviewë of the reliability of the measured forces is neces-
FIG. 11. The relative difference between the ‘‘trajectory force,’’ which is the
total¬ force computed from the particle trajectory analysis taking into account
the¬ friction, and the ‘‘total plasma force,’’ which is the sum between the ion
drag, thermophoresis, and electric field force.
FIG. 12. Behavior of the ion drag, thermophoresis, and electric force with




iw as an effect of electro density reduction due to the high
number( of particulates. As expected, thermophoresis is not affected, whereas
the¬ ion drag is characterized by a nonmonotonous function.
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sarym . In the inward direction, the dominant force is the accel-
erationx and friction forces measured from the outward par-
ticlef motion. A large number of particle trajectories has been
analyzedd here, so the measurement accuracy is very high.
Thus,y an eventual lack of precision in measurement of the
electricx field force, derived from probe measurements, has
onlyë a small influence on the total inward pointing force. For
thef outward direction, the ion drag and thermophoresis have
comparableo magnitudes. Thermophoresis has been quite ac-
curatelyo estimated using the measured temperature profiles.
The ion drag however, due to the complicated dependency
onë plasma parameters is susceptible to larger errors. The un-
derlyinga ion drag equations36
z
ared suitable for our experimen-
talf conditions with limitations.
Until{ now, enhancements of 10 times35
z
orë of 40 times44
|
ofë the ion drag have been stated. From our results, only mod-
eratex enhancements of up to 50% might be neccesary, de-
pending_ on the experimental conditions.
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Thermophoretic and Ion Drag Forces Acting on
Free-Falling Charged Particles in an RF-Driven
Plasma
C.Ú Zafiu,Û A. MelzerÜ , A.Ý PielÞ
Institut fürß Experimentelle undà Angeá wandteâ Physik, Christian-Albrecá hts-Univerã sitätä Kiel, 24098
Kiel,å Germanyæ
Abstract. The thermophoreticç force andè ion-drag actingè oné micro-particles fallingè throughç aè long
RF plasmaê has beenë measured here underì twç oé difí ferent eî xperimental situations:ï eitherî anè unperì -
turbedç plasmaê characterizedð byë itsñ symmetricï potentialê andè temperatureç distribí utionì oré aè plasmaê
withò anè asymmetricè temperatureç andè potentialê profile.ê The dominantí efî fect ofé theç graó vitationô force
is reduced here dueí toç theç dynamicí equilibriumî withò theç friction force ofé theç particlesê withò theç
neutral gas.ó
Theõ reductionö or ev÷ en suppression of theø dominant influenceù of theø gravitation÷ forceú
on theø complex plasmaû systems has allowed theø study of "hidden" effects like v÷ oids in
three-dimensionalø dust structures [1, 2, 3, 4], which occur due toø smaller forces like
thermophoreticø forceú and ionù drag. Fü or typicalø particleû diameters of 1 ý3ýý 10µþ m,ß theseø
forces are about one order of magnitude smaller thanø theø gravitation÷ force.
Simulation of experiments  under micro-graß vity÷ [2] show thatø an ad-hoc enhancement
of theø ion drag force of at least a factor of 10 is necessary toø simulate v÷ oids like thoseø
observed in experiments [1]. Therefore, quantitativ÷ e measurements of theseø twø o forces
are necessary inù order toø check or improù v÷ e theø theoreticalø calculations and simulations.
Here, experiments toø measure theø ion drag and thermophoresisø under laboratory
conditions are presented.û
In our experiment, theø micro-particles are dropped throughø a long plasmaû discharge.
W ithin
ù
sev÷ eral centimeters, theø particlesû reachö a reö gime of constant v÷ ertical v÷ elocity due
toø theø balance of theø gravitation÷ force by theø friction force of theø falling particlesû with
theø neutral gas.
m g  m β	 
y˙  0  (1)




In theø following, theø forces acting on theø particlesû on theø horizontal direction (see
Fig.ü 1d) are summarized. In a discharge tube,ø theø electric field structure isù determined
by theø positiû v÷ e polarizationû of plasmaû with respect toø theø walls. This typicallyø proû vides÷
a linearly increasing radial electric field E  x  . The electric force on a particleû of charge
Q isù thenø defined by 
Fel ect ric  Q E  x  (2)
Fü or theø particlesû with a horizontalﬀ v÷ elocity, theø frictionú forceú isù
ﬁ
Ffﬂ rict _xﬃ  m
 β	  x˙ ! (3)
Theõ ions
ù
are accelerated toø wards theø walls due toø theø same electric field E" # x $ inù theø
plasmaû and act on theø negativ÷ ely charged particlesû by theø so-called ion drag [2, 5, 6]. It
has twø o components: a direct one, which is due toø theø momentum transportø of theø ions









and a second one, theø Coulomb component,which is producedû by exchange of momen-
tumø of theø ions
ù
whose trajectoriesø are bent inù theø electric field of theø particlesû
*









Here, vs is the
ø
mean speed of ions approaching theø particle,û bc1 is the
ø
maximal collection
impactù parameterû , b pi2
23
isù theø impactù parameterû corresponding toø a deflection angle of
pi 4 2, Γ is theø Coulomb logarithm. n5 i, m

i. , Ti. , qi. and vi are the
ø
number density, mass,
temperature,ø charge and drift v÷ elocity of ions,ù and λ6 D7 is
ù
theø Debye8 length.9
The thermophoreticø force due toø a temperatureø gradient of theø neutral gas pushesû theø







λ6 @∇Tn A (6)
where λ6 is theø translationø partû of heat conductivity÷ of theø gas, and vth is the
ø thermalø
v÷ elocity of theø neutral gas.
In summary, theø horizontalﬀ equation of motionß of theø fú alling particlesû isù described by
m Bx¨ CEDFelec t rF ic. G=HFfﬂ ric. t IKJFcollect L=MFCoulN ombN OKPFt hermo (7)
The influence of theø ion drag and thermophoresisø hav÷ e been studied here both for a
symmetric and an asymmetric temperatureø and potentialû distribution inù theø plasma.û Thisõ
has been done toø establish plasmaû regions with opposing ion drag and thermophoreticø
forces .
Theõ experiments  haﬀ v÷ e been performedû inù a long9 RFQ discharge tubeø (see Fig.ü 1a) inù HeR
at a gas pressureû between 100 and 200 Pa, for plasmaû poû wer between 0.8 and 2.8 W .
Theõ particlesû are observed at a certain le9 v÷ el inù theø middleß of theø plasmaû column inù theø
scattered light of a thinø v÷ ertical laser sheet, using a high frame rate video÷ camera. The
laser stroboscopically illuminates theø particlesû at 400 Hz. This method proû vides÷ a high
timeø resolution,ö ev÷ en when using a lo9 w speed camera.
The particlesû used here are of 9.55 µþ m and 20.02 µþ m diameter and are made of
MelamineS Fü ormaldehyde (MF) and PolymethylmethacrylateT (PMMA) respectiö v÷ ely.
The forces on theø particlesû are measured here in theø following way: From theø particleû
trajectories,ø theø acceleration and frictionú forceú (in horizontalﬀ direction) are directly
FIGURE 1. a)è SchemeU ofé theç eî xperimental setup,ï b)ë videoô image (symmetricV temperatureç andè potentialê
distribí ution),ì c)ð videoô image (asymmetricV temperatureç andè potentialê distribí ution),ì andè d)í horizontal andè
vô erticalî forces actingè oné theç fallingè particles.ê
obtained. The plasmaû potentialû profileû and thusø theø electric field distribution hav÷ e been
deriv÷ ed fromú probeû measurements.ß Thereforeõ theø electric forceú on theø particlesû could
be determined. To measure theø thermophoreticø force, theø temperatureø profilesû of theø
neutral gas ha
ﬀ
v÷ e been measuredß with a thermo-resistorø . Tõ o ev÷ aluate theø ionù drag, theø ionù
v÷ elocity has been calculated employingW theirø mobility µþ i. and the
ø
electric field structure




. It must be mentioned here thatø theø equations describing theø
ion drag (Eq. 4, 5) are applicable under theø assumption thatø no ion collisions occur inside
theø Debye sphere, which is theø case of low pressureû plasmas.û In our case, howev÷ er, theø
ionù meanß freeú pathû isù small comparable toø theø Debye8 length.9
Two different experimental situations hav÷ e been studied here. First, theø beha vior÷ of
f
ú
alling particlesû throughø an unperturbed plasma,û characterized by itsù natural radiallyö
symmetric electric potentialû and temperatureø distribution, has been analyzed. In theø
experiment, it can be seen thatø theø particlesû mov÷ e radially outward with increasing
v÷ elocity (see Fig.ü 1b). Thisõ effectú becomes stronger with increasingù plasmaû poû wer.
In theø second case, theø temperatureø distribution has been altered using a heat source
on one of theø observation windows (left side of theø Fig.ü 1c). Theõ probeû measurementsß
rev÷ ealed thatø also theø electric potentialû distribution has been perturbedû in thisø case due
toø theø use of large metallic partsû v÷ ery close toø theø discharge.
Fig. 2 shows theø forces acting on theø dust particlesû in theø symmetric case. Therefore,
we hav÷ e chosen radial coordinates with theø origin on theø discharge axis. The radial
acceleration and frictionú forceú fromú theø radiallyö outward moß ving÷ particlesû are shown
in Fig. 3a. Additionally, theø inward electric field force is shown togetherø with theø totalø
inw
ù
ard force.ú Thisõ totalø forceú inù Fig.ü 3a isù supposed toø be balanced by theø ionù drag and
theø thermophoresis.ø It is seen thatø theø sum of theø measured thermophoresisø and ion drag
is slightly smaller thanø theø totalø measured inward force. The small discrepancyW between
theseø twø o totalø forcesú mightß lie9 inù theø applicability of theø ionù drag equations (Eq.4,5)
for our experimental conditions. For theseø measurements, a ten-foldø increased ion drag
is
ù
not compatible with our results.ö Theõ same analysis hasﬀ been done forú theø asymmetric
FIGURE[ 2.\ SymmetricalU temperatureç andè potentialê distribí utionì case;ð a)è measured] force,^ from^ theç
particleê trajectoriesç analysis,è takingç into accountè theç friction andè theç electricî force, andè b)ë theoreticalç
force (thermophoresisV andè ion drag).í
FIGURE[ 3._ Asymmetrical` temperatureç andè potentialê distribí utionì case;ð a)è measured] force,^ from^ theç
particleê trajectoriesç analysis,è takingç intoñ accountè theç friction^ andè theç electricî force,^ andè b)ë theoreticalç
force^ (thermophoresisV andè ionñ drag).í
experimental  case. Here,R also plasmaû reö gions haﬀ v÷ e been observed with opposing ionù
drag and thermophoresis.ø Again, theø totalø measured force summarizing theø inward
acting forcesú isù slightly lar9 ger thanø theø sum between theø measuredß thermophoreticø
force and theø ion drag. Concluding, for both cases analyzed here, theø ion drag and
thermophoresisø ha
ﬀ
v÷ e been experimentally  measured,ß showing a quite good agreement
with theø theoreticalø predictions,û and emphasizing theø applicability limits of theø actual
models describing theseø twø o forces for our experimental conditions.
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